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Disclaimer
Use of any knowledge, information or data contained in this document shall be
at the user's sole risk. Neither the OS Aqua Consortium nor any of its members,
their officers, employees or agents accept shall be liable or responsible, in
negligence or otherwise, for any loss, damage or expense whatever sustained
by any person as a result of the use, in any manner or form, of any knowledge,
information or data contained in this document, or due to any inaccuracy,
omission or error therein contained.
The OS Aqua project (INTEGRATED/0918/0046) has been partially funded
under the RESTART 2016-2020 Programme, Integrated Projects Call, of the
Cyprus Research and Innovation Foundation. This publication reflects the
views only of the authors, and the Funding Agency cannot be held liable or
responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained herein
or of any consequences thereof.
Copyright notice
© Copyright 2020-2024, The OS Aqua Consortium
This document contains information that is protected by copyright. All
Rights Reserved. No part of this work covered by copyright hereon may
be reproduced or used in any form or by any means without the
permission of the copyright holders.
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Executive Summary
This document represents deliverable ‘D3 Webpages and Facebook page’ of
the ‘’OS Aqua: Open Sea Aquaculture’’ project. The aim of the deliverable is to
describe the specific dissemination tools that have been created to reach out
to a broad range of stakeholders.
The dissemination tools are in alignment with the consortium’s common vision
and aims. They represent effective tools and activities that provide information
and raise awareness on the project actions and results that include tools, new
knowledge, and financial projections to maximize the project’s impact.
The main dissemination tools described in this report include the following:
Dissemination through the World Wide Web and social networks - The official
website of the project and the individual partner’s websites and social media
have been used to maximize the dissemination of the project’s outputs.
Dissemination through printed materials - Consortium has produced an eyecatching banner for the attraction of interested stakeholders at physical events.
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1 Introduction
This deliverable describes the main communication channels for the OS Aqua
project. A Facebook and Twitter accounts and a website was used for
communication. The consortium agreed the main website should exist, while
the partners are free to develop their own sections on the website of their
organization.
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2 Outreach and dissemination tools
2.1 Facebook
The consortium has created a main project page in Facebook for better
promotion of the project. The Facebook page presents the aim of the project
and briefly explains and all the important information for dissemination. On the
page several meetings and milestones are being reported as it can be seen on
Figures 1-4.
https://www.facebook.com/OSAQUA.cy

Figure 1: Screenshot of the Facebook main page
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Figure 2: Screenshot #1 of the Facebook informative page

Figure 3:Screenshot #2 of the Facebook informative page
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Figure 4: Screenshot #3 of the Facebook informative page
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2.2 Twitter
In addition to the deliverables in the project proposal, a twitter account was
created to reach a wider audience. Sample of posts can be seen on Figure 5.
https://twitter.com/OsAQUA_cy

Figure 5: Screenshot of the Twitter news page
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2.3 Website
A website for project dissemination was designed by WP2 leader following the
dissemination guidelines. The website has five sections, “Home,” “Who we
Are,” “What We Do,” “What we achieve,” and “Get Involved”. The “Home”
section contains project news and links for the social media accounts. In the
“Who We Are” section the consortium is presented with links to each partners
homepage. In the “What We Do” section the work packages of the project are
briefly explain trying to outline the vision of the project. The “What We Achieve”
section contains news. Finally, in the “Get Involved” section a sign-up form is
available for the mailing list. https://www.osaqua.blue/

Figure 6: Screenshot #1 of the OS-Aqua website
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Figure 7: Screenshot #2 of the OS-Aqua website
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2.4 Banner
The banner contributes to the wider dissemination of the project. The banner
was used in in-person gatherings which, although limited by the outbreak of
COVID19, were impactful. Figure 8 indicates the banner contents.

Figure 8: OS-Aqua banner
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3 Conclusion - Next Steps
The OS Aqua project has, through the communication channels described in
this report, reached a relevant audience that includes stakeholders. The
outbreak of COVID19 has limited physical interaction, however, the availability
of modern digital tools and their widespread adoption has enhanced
dissemination and communication and highly contributed to the project’s
impact. The next steps are the continuation of the effective use of digital tools
and physical interaction, to the extent possible, to promote the project
outcomes.
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